
Public site redesign delivery plan recommendation 01.18.2013

2013

Rollover overview, prod header with PSR-style content Selective Insights contentPSR PET & consultative selling

Revise content in production  
based on priorities: 
High traffic, high asset or net new 
household generator, high OA clicks, 
strategic priority 

2014 2015

IRA

Homepage

WWO 401(k) rollovers

WWO IRAs

WWO advice

WWO overview

WWO mutual funds

FSE Vanguard mutual funds

WWO ETFs

FSE Vanguard ETFs

WWO stocks, bonds & CDs

WWO overview

Responsive web design (RWD)

Rollover

No global navigation

Only accessible through  
advertising paid search or 
banner ads, possibly opt-in 
from natural site traffic.

Improve conversions through content

RWD foundation work for 2014

FSE stocks, bonds & CDs

My Accounts 

FSE all-in one funds

FSE core funds

Portal

Funds streamlining

Flagship Select

Set site preference

WWO mobile services

Architecture & content foundation work for 2014

Production 
FSE menu

Production 
WWO menu

Nonresponsive 

Existing production header & footer 

Homepage

Prioritized pages: 

Global portal page Advertising mini-site sandboxes

FSE product information WWO shopping experience

Create a vision for how to insert 
product information into the  
shopping experience, eliminating 
the need for users to “pogo”  
between two sections of the site.

Support advertising mini-
sites with all templates 
and patterns needed to 
launch them to produc-
tion fully responsive.

Responsive rollover and IRA  
advertising mini-sites

FSE product information responsive  
patterns & templates

Support the architecture 
and content changes 
that will result from the 
combining of WWO & 
FSE sections. New  
patterns & templates  
will be needed to  
support product detail  
information.

Optimize for goals, life events, education, and advice
Architecture and content 
Architect and write new experiences that 
complete the site’s new navigation. 

This would create a “Get help & guidance” 
section.

Advice would move to “Education &  
Advice” under “Get help & guidance.”

“Goals” and “Life events” would now  
have high visibility and serve clients who 
prefer to engage with investing through 
these contexts.

Insights freshness would become the  
“Vanguard’s perspectives” section and a 
large portion of the durable content would 
be fully integrated into relevant content 
throughout new pages. 

Wrap in the current “help”center: FAQs, 
glossary, security center, technical help 
(the last two of which are  
accessed through the global footer).

Responsive web design 
Elevate a fully responsive experience 
for goals & life events 
 
Goals,” “Life events,” and the  
remaining low-priority pages would be 
responsive. This would complete the 
migration and remove any inconsisten-
cies in the user experience.

The entire site would be optimized and 
accessible to the widest range of  
devices and screen sizes.

The complete new architecture is elevated

Complete full implementation of content, architecture & RWD

Goals – Retirement

2014 production navigation 

Introduce more engaging and persua-
sive content and fully integrate into the 
current site. Includes about 80 pages.

Introduce a fully respon-
sive global portal page 
and fully integrate into 
the current site. Pilot 
other responsive expe-
riences in a “sandbox” 
environment.

Re-launch the homepage fully responsive

The elevetion of a  
responsive global header  
and footer would create a 
disjointed user experience. 
Nonresponsive pinch-and-

zoom content would be sandwiched  
between a responsive header and footer, 
making the page hard to use at best,  
broken at worst.

Responsive web design 
Elevate a fully responsive experience for the  
homepage, global header & footer, Invest with us, 
and Why Vanguard. 
 
Identify and elevate fully responsive noncritical pages 
(e.g., glossary, freshness) that require little to no  
content rewrites.

Mobile device showing an Insights page 
with responsive header and footer with 
nonresponsive pinch-and-zoom content

Architecture and content 
Architect and write new experiences that combine content from 
WWO and FSE into one section called “Invest with us.” 
 
Evolve 2013 content – and introduce new rewritten content areas –  
to create new “Invest with us” and “Why Vanguard” areas that are 
fully responsive and fully integrated into the site.

Launch a fully integrated new shopping experience

Invest with us

Investments

Vanguard mutual funds

Vanguard ETFs

Other funds and ETFs

Stocks

Bonds & CDs

529 portfolios

Annuity portfolios

Accounts

IRA

Individual or joint

College

Annuity

Small business

Health savings

Other (trust, corp.)

401(k) rollover

Asset transfer

Annuity exchange

Advice would be housed in  
a temporary “Services” 
area, under “Invest with us,” 
along with our retirement 
income, estate planning,  

and inheritance content. In 2015, all would 
be integrated into a new “Get help &  
guidance” section.

In the interim, overall visibility of and  
access to our advice offerings would  
increase with every page that is  
redesigned and rewritten.

Architect and write a new “Why  
Vangaurd” experience that will assist 
the new “Invest with us” section to  
better convert prospects.

Revised navigation creating “Invest with us” & “Why Vanguard” 

Move money to Vanguard

The current production navigation

Services

Advice

Retirement income

Estate planning

Inheritance

Why Vanguard
Account services

Personal services

(more to come)

Responsive 
mobile  
navigation


